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Shop Online Globally, but Pay with “Bill Pay” Locally, from any of 
the Top 150 US and Canadian Banks.  
 

Telecommunications innovator AllCom releases the Next Phase of 
AllCom’s Unified Solutions for Genie Gateway and CashBox 
members. Genie enables buyers to shop online from 
member merchants using their Genie Gateway, without the 
risk of sharing their banking information with anyone.   
 
AllCom announced today the next step in their continued horizontal 

integration by rolling out its new service "Shop Online Globally – Pay 
with Bill Pay Locally". This expansion provides Genie Gateway Merchants 

their own customizable online store, to accept payments from their 

customers who wish to pay directly from their bank account, using Bill Pay, 
at any of the top 150 US / Canadian banks, on the same platform they 

currently use to display videos, online documents, send and receive text 
messages, announcements, emails, faxes and the Virtual Office. 

 
“Here is how it works. When members wish to add funds to their Genie 

CashBox, or make a purchase, they simply click on the Bill Pay button and 
select the bank of their choice, at which point they will be connected to their 

bank’s website to complete the transaction,” said AllCom CEO, Thomas E. 
Skala.  “Today’s internet savvy customers prefer to maintain what little 
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privacy they have left, and not share their banking information with anyone, 

especially when making a purchase online!”  
 

“Merchants receive payments from a buyer using Bill Pay, instead of by 
credit card or ACH, eliminating the traditional hassle with chargebacks and 

related fees, as none of those rules apply,” Skala continued. 
 

“The Genie Gateway platform lets Genie members shop online using most 
any shopping cart, with the usual online experience, but with the extra 

feature that, when checking out, they can pay with Bill Pay. When buyers 
choose to pay with Bill Pay, Genie will provide a drop down menu listing the 

top 150 US banks, in alphabetic order, so that the buyer can select the bank 
from which the payment will be sent,” explained AllCom CTO, Stuart 

Scamman.   
 

Scamman elaborated, "Genie Gateway Subscribers who already have an 

online store, a website, or a landing page they use to sell goods and 
services, can quickly and easily connect that page to their Genie Gateway, 

giving their customers the ability to pay with Bill Pay on their website”  
 

“Shop Online Globally – Pay with Bill Pay Locally is automatically 
included with each Genie Gateway at no additional cost. Genie Gateway 

merchants can expand their customer base quickly by inviting buyers to 
their online store,” said AllCom COO, Randall Skala.   

 
“But we’ve left the best for last,” said Skala. “Bill Pay buyers are not subject 

to the usual credit card rules, regulations, and limits. If they have the funds 
in their bank account, they can make their purchase, no questions asked, 

and the usual overhead for chargebacks disappears, as all sales are treated 
as a cash purchase.” 

 

“If you are a merchant then these words must be music to your ears, No 
More Chargebacks!” said Skala. 

 
Interested members of the Media can visit http://tinyurl.com/Genie-CashBox 

for a three minute video describing the Genie CashBox 
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About AllCom - www.AllCom.com 

 
AllCom, a Nevada corporation incorporated in 1997, set out to design and fully 
develop a proprietary mix of hardware and software that integrates three powerful 

technologies into one seamless service: Telecommunications, the world’s most 
universal and interactive communication medium; Electronic Banking, the key to 

electronic commerce; and the Internet, the world’s most powerful information 
medium. 

 

About the Genie Gateway –   

 

            

 
 
Genie Gateway Genie Gateway is AllCom’s most forward-looking unified 

communications service to date. Blending products and services needed to operate 
a business, traditionally purchased from several vendors, into one seamless global 
service, the Genie Gateway is aimed squarely at businesses and individuals who 

want a fully rounded presence on the internet, without the cost and complexity of 
the build-it-yourself approach. 
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